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By Maura Possley
C I T Y  E D I T O R
A candidate debate Tuesday night gave Coles County residents
the opportunity to see six candidates up for election in November
past what they show in television ads.
The candidates discussed the issues that are most important to
them and fielded questions from the audience.
Candidates for the 15th Congressional District Democrat
Joshua Hartke and Green Party candidate Carl Estabrook were
on hand as well as Republican Chapin Rose and Democrat John
Hayden running for state house representative in the 110th
District and Democrat Steve Thomas and Republican Dale
Righter for the 55th Senate District. 
Republican candidate for the 15th Congressional District
Timothy Johnson was not able to make the debate.
Issues discussed at the two-hour forum in the Cross County
Mall in Mattoon included health care, property taxes, social secu-
rity, jobs, minimum wage, higher education and the environment
among others. 
As far as higher education, in the second part of the forum
which included Rose, Hayden, Righter and Thomas, all candi-
dates agreed that funding for higher education is a top priority
and needs to be addressed properly in next year’s budget.
Righter pointed out currently under this year’s budget, college
students are unable to receive funds through the state’s Monetary
Assistance Program, or MAP grants, for their fifth year in school. 
Moreover, most students who are working to obtain a
teaching certificate attend school for five years and thus
need assistance that has been cut. With the continual
teacher shortage in our state, Righter said making fifth-
year funding available for college students would be first on
his list if elected.
Tying in with education, Rose said one of his top priorities
is attracting more business to the county and since educa-
tion plays such a role in providing jobs the county with Lake
Land Community College and Eastern it is important to keep
continual funding for education.
“Education is the top business sector in the district,” Rose
said. “Without that there’s not much left.” 
Thomas also agreed with the candidate’s thoughts on high-
er education and the need for more funding.
“I think you’re just undercutting people who’ve worked
hard and discouraging them,” Thomas said.
On another note, Thomas placed funding for the mentally
ill and people with addictions on his highest priority. His
debate surrounded the fact that more funding is needed to
help these people.
“Help people who can’t help themselves,” Thomas said.
Hayden elaborated on the ongoing struggle with attract-
ing more business to the area by saying that not only are
jobs needed in the county, but manufacturing jobs; jobs that
are similar to the population and its agriculturally dense
area.
“We can’t trade manufacturing jobs for retail jobs,”
Hayden said.
Estabrook and Hartke also debated on similar issues.
Estabrook, who is the first Green Party candidate running
for the position, voiced strong views against the war on Iraq. 
The war, he said, is an attempt by the Bush administration
to turn the public’s heads away from issues, like the econo-
my, that are suffering.
“The war is vicious, illegal aggression,” Estabrook said.
“September 11 was the best thing that happened to the Bush
administration — another excuse to extend American mili-
tary force around the world.”
Hartke also added that the government needs to “get
involved and be realistic,” with Iraq and the weapons it may
or may not have.
Hartke and Estabrook also spoke of health care in which
they agreed everyone needs to have, no excuses.
“We are rich enough and wealthy enough country that
everybody should get health care,” Hartke said.
“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”
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By Nate Bloomquist
S P O R T S  E D I T O R
For most of his adult life
Charleston resident Dalias Price
has been learning about and teach-
ing weather without a textbook.
He’s seen tornadoes, thousands
of thunderstorms, cloudy days and
rainy days. Whether the day is
partly cloudy or mostly sunny, his
attitude toward the weather he
watches endlessly calls for a 100
percent chance of sunshine.
While the weather is constantly
changing, his attitude toward it
hasn’t.
“I just have a lifelong love of
teaching weather,” Price, 89, said.
“I’ve been fortunate enough to be
able to continue it.”
His love of weather began 68
years ago in a classroom at the
University of Illinois. One meteor-
ology class and Price was hooked.
In 1938, he wrote a masters the-
sis on the climate of Illinois, which
can be found at the university’s
library in the rare book collection.
“It’s an honor to know that that is
something they want to keep forev-
er,” Price said. 
And Price’s passion for weather
isn’t something that will go away
any time soon. Each day he checks
the weather station in his back
yard and records the temperature,
precipitation, wind, barometric
pressure and other levels at 7 a.m.
and 7 p.m. He reports his findings
to the National Weather Service.
In between reports Price settles
bets about weather, fields calls
from cops to settle traffic cases
and gives speeches and weather
lessons to anyone who will listen.
Most do, regardless of age.
“I went and spoke to a fourth
grade class about how to check a
rain gauge,” Price said. “One little
boy was curious and wondered if
that’s all I knew about the weather.
He wanted to know more.”
When big weather events hap-
pen, Price is ready. 
He’ll field phone calls from any-
one who wants to talk about the
events of the skies. He’s settled
countless bets about record tem-
peratures and has argued with
many residents about the accuracy
of their thermometer, teaching
meteorological lessons each time.
 In the spotlight this
week is Dalias Price 
This article is part of    
a series focused on events, people
and organizations in our community
People
Spotlight:
Local man loves researching, predicting city’s weather
Dale Righter
“My goal is to
serve the people
one by one and
take their voices to
Springfield.”
By Melissa Nielsen
C A M P U S  E D I T O R
Though not all the final
costs for the performances
by Jeff Foxworthy, the
entertainment for Family
Weekend, have been tallied,
the University Board is
expecting to break near
even for the shows.
Cecilia Brinker, director
of student life, said numbers
added yesterday show the
board will break even,
despite overshooting on
some original estimates. 
However, the board is still
waiting for more invoices
and other bills to tally the official total that may put
them over ticket sale profits and force them to use
the $5 student concert fee. 
The board estimated costs for the show to be
about $96,745, but ended up spending over $102,360.
Foxworthy was paid $80,000 for both shows. 
Enough tickets were sold to cover the cost of the
Ceramic
classes need
equipment
Candidates debate issues
By Melissa Nielsen
C A M P U S  E D I T O R
Since major construction projects, like ventila-
tion and running water, have been completed in Art
Park West, students are diving into art classes in an
attempt to make up for time lost during construc-
tion delays. However, most classes are still waiting
for smaller projects to reach completion before
they can return to business as usual. 
Art classes, including those in ceramics, were
moved to Art Park West in the former Booth West
building this semester during the expansion and
renovation of the Doudna Fine Art Center, set for
completion in 2005. The building was not finished
when classes started and many classes were set
behind schedule.
Ceramics students are trudging ahead in class,
but minor construction projects within the ceram-
ics classrooms still need to be completed and fur-
ther delays may hinder students learning once
again, said Dwain Naragon, a ceramics professor.
Ceramics students’ classwork consists of sculpt-
ing and molding vases, bowls and other creations.
Students start with a mound of clay, mold it and
then bisque, a process that heats the clay and dries
it. The bisque process happens in electric kilns.
Then, students glaze their sculptures and do a sec-
ond firing in a gas kiln. The second firing allows
glaze to melt into a glass state.  
Most students have been hard at work molding
and sculpting, but they cannot take projects past
UB breaks even
on Foxworthy 
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Carl Estabrook, Green party candidate for the 15th district of the
Illinois House of Representatives, speaks during a candidate
forum in the Community Room of the Cross County Mall in
Mattoon.
Steven Thomas
“The wealthy need
to bear fair share of
the burden in this
state.”
Chapin Rose
“Let’s make sure
that people are no
worse off tomor-
row than they are
today.”
John Hayden
“I’m the candidate
that’s going to bring
common sense to
Springfield.”
Joshua Hartke
“You can count on
honesty and integri-
ty, something we
don’t always get.”
Carl Estabrook
“We live in a country
with the most
unequal division of
wealth; we have to
tax it.”
Money
numbers
 Estimated
Cost: $96,745
 Actual Cost:
$102,367.01
 Ticket
Revenue:
$105,417
 Profit from
Foxworthy
merchandise:
$219.38
 Total Profit:
$105,635.38
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Fore! 
Eastern quarterback and this week’s
Top Cat Tony Romo is an avid golfer
who knows, in life and golf, people
should play one shot at a time.
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C O R R E C T I O N S
A story in Tuesday’s edition of The Daily Eastern News incorrectly reported the name of the radio station
from which the Gelheads earned a best local band award. The name of the station is Q101, WKQX-FM 101.1 of
Chicago.
The News regrets the error.
By LaTacia Land
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Singers in barbershop quar-
tets from across the state pro-
moted their art at Eastern
Tuesday.
Rich Hansen, a former
Eastern student, coordinated the
4th Annual Central Illinois
Young Men In Harmony Fall
Festival held in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union Grand Ballroom.  
The event was held to promote
awareness and unity among bar-
bershop singers.  The Society for
the Preservation and
Encouragement of Barbershop
Quartet Singing  in America, Inc.
sponsored the festival.  
The YMIH considers them-
selves to be a fraternity that is
dedicated to “encouraging vocal
music in our schools and com-
munities and... preserving this
style of singing,” Hansen said.
The program consisted of
three quartets, including special
guest quartet “Wound 4 Sound,”
directed by Hansen.  The special
guest group for the evening was
“Chapter 6.”   These young men
have won numerous awards
including Best Original Song,
Best Arrangement and Audience
Favorite.  
Both groups evoked audience
participation and wooed the
crowd with dry comedy and
experience. Other performers
were the Mass Chorus, a collabo-
ration of junior high and high
school students whose ages
range from 11 to 18 years old
and live across the state.
The entire evening was devot-
ed to barbershop music, which is
a combination of swing, pop,
jazz, gospel, rock and traditional
barbershop songs, whose style
originated around the turn of the
20th century.
To learn more about the YMIH
program, contact the society
headquarters at 1-800-876-SING.
For additional information
regarding “Chapter 6”  log on to
their web-site at www.chapter-
6.com.
By John Chambers
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R
A bill proposing to allow Apportionment Board to only allocate
monies to its five fee funded boards will be voted on at Student
Senate Wednesday.
The senate also will vote on three other bills that were tabled last
week.
Apportionment Board currently allocates money through student
fees to the funded boards: University Board; Student Government;
Campus Recreation; the theater group, Dramatic Players; AB itself
and any other organizations that request financial support.
If the bill passes, AB’s bylaws will cut off funding to non fee fund-
ed boards including those that have asked for money in the past, and
AB chair Amy Leonard said that was the intent of the original
bylaws.
“Most people’s understanding would be the only people who get
money would be the fee funded boards. Basically it’s a loophole
we’re clarifying,” Leonard told The Daily Eastern News previously.
With the proposed bylaw change, AB will not be accessible to aid
other university organizations and boards, said Bill Davidson,
speaker of the senate.
“I don’t want Apportionment Board to have their hands tied
behind their backs if an emergency arises,” Davidson said. “In my
opinion, there’s going to be a surplus of money if this thing passes.”
Davidson said campus services such as textbook rental could
need AB funds in the future.
He said the Athletics department would not have been able to pur-
chase 1,000 tickets for a football game in the past; tickets that pro-
moted Eastern’s name, attracted fans and had to be sold for the
NCAA game.
“We would have not have been able to have the game unless we
sold 1,000 tickets,” he said. 
He said the AB could try approving allocated funds to non fee
funded boards by a 2-3 vote. AB now approves funds by a majority
vote, but a 2-3 vote could help make sure AB is still allocating funds
efficiently without a change in the bylaws.
“I’m going to go into the meeting with an open mind and I would
expect other senators to go into the meeting with an open mind
also,” Davidson said. “I think they (AB) believe in keeping the
integrity of the bylaws.”
Leonard said if the bylaw changes, any non fee-funded board will
still be able to apply to be a funded board.
Another bylaw up for discussion will change AB bylaws to allow
the funded boards to distribute clothing to the student body for such
items as prizes in board organized events.
Leonard said the boards were not allowed to buy clothing because
of concerns the money spent would not benefit the entire study
body.
“Basically the reason this was put into the bylaws in the first
place was so the five fee funded boards wouldn’t buy clothing for
their members because it wouldn’t benefit the student body,” she
said.
Another bill tabled will allocate $770 as AB reinbersment to
Student Government for costs of the Fall RSO Fair.
The fourth bill will approve spending $78 for magnetic name tags
student senate members will wear during senate meetings.
Student Senate meets tonight at 7 p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Student Senate 
will vote on bills
tabled last week
By Amy Umbarger
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Those still unsure what the
future holds after college may
find answers when Career
Services holds its’ Graduate
School Information Day from 9:30
a.m.  to 2:30 p.m. Wednesday in
the University Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
This information event will host
39 different graduate programs,
including  representatives from
Ball State University, Southern
Illinois University’s School of
Medicine, Concordia University,
Bradley University, Dominican
University Graduate School of
Social Work and many more. 
Representatives from the dif-
ferent graduate colleges as well
as admission reps. from individ-
ual programs will be available for
admission information for inter-
ested students, career adviser
Bobbi Kingery said.
Students can pick up applica-
tions, speak with representatives
about admission procedures,
make appointments for campus
tours and discuss possible assist-
antships, Kingery said.
This is the 10th year Eastern
has held the Graduate School
Information Day. In previous
years 150 to 200 students have
attended, Kingery said. 
In the past, Career Services
held career fairs where many stu-
dents attended to find out infor-
mation about graduate schools, so
Career Services thought it would
be a good idea for students to
explore their opportunities by
hosting the grad school day. 
“There is no need for students
to dress up, and they can simply
stop by between classes,” Kingery
said. “This event gives students a
chance to talk to representatives
from different schools to give
them a good idea of what graduate
school they want to attend. The
added benefit is meeting these
representatives in person, which
always looks better than on the
phone or over the Internet,” she
said.
Fair to advertise graduate schools
Barbershop singers celebrate music
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
First Class Male, consisting of Jimmy Ridenour, Dan Doran, Zach Garrett and Chance Phebus, performs Tuesday
night during the fourth annual “Young Men in Harmony” held in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. The group is from Mt. Zion High School.
By Caitlin Prendergast
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  E D I T O R
The Faculty Senate voted to support the proposal to change
the Honors Program into an Honors College Tuesday.
After receiving approval from various faculty and a ques-
tion-and-answer session with Herbert Lasky, director of the
Honors Program, senate members decided to endorse the
change. 
Prior to the vote, Lasky stressed that an Honors College
would be merely an administration change with limited addi-
tional costs to the existing program. 
Lasky said changing the name of the program and appoint-
ing a dean rather than a director would help recruit honors
students and maintain the integrity of the Honors Program.
To get into the program, incoming freshmen must meet cer-
tain requirements.
“A student must get a 26 or higher on the ACTs and be
in the upper 10 percent of (his or her) high school gradu-
ating class,” Lasky said. “We set our standards higher.”
Currently, the Honors Program has 672 students, and
Lasky expects that number to go up by 50 at the start of
the spring semester. 
The percentage of undergraduates enrolled in the pro-
gram is about 7.5 percent, Lasky said, adding in the past
he protested former President David Jorns’ goal to
increase enrollment to 10 percent.
“I would like not to grow past where we are, but main-
tain our numbers,” Lasky said. “I think 10 percent is
excessive and far exceeds the resources we have.”
Lasky assured the senate no additional staff would be
needed for the Honors College, and he didn’t model the
change after other universities’ Honors Colleges.
Western Illinois University, the only state school to have
gone from an Honors Program to an Honors College,
experienced funding problems when administrators initi-
ated the change in 1999.
“What happened at Western will not happen here,”
Lasky said.
But some senate members were not convinced.
David Carwell, political science professor and senate
member, voted against supporting the proposal.
“I’m concerned about costs. This idea that we’re get-
ting something for nothing isn’t going to happen,”
Carwell said. “The view from my constituents is once
you create a college, it will absorb more and more
resources like every other college.”
Carwell also was concerned with Lasky’s looming
retirement and hiring a new dean.
“My retirement is on the horizon, and I want to leave
with a flourishing program,” Lasky said. “I see myself as
a transitional person.”
Lasky said he recommended, after he leaves, a new
dean be drawn from Eastern’s faculty, and Blair Lord,
vice president of academic affairs, agreed.
Although the majority of the senate voted to approve
the Honors College proposal, members came up with a
few “friendly amendments” to be added to the resolu-
tion.
These include maintaining the success of the current
Honors Program and ensuring no substantial additional
costs be attached to the proposal.
“The benefits far outweigh the costs in this case,” said
Bud Fischer, professor of biology and former senate
chair.
The proposal will now go to the Council of Academic
Affairs, followed by the Council of  Deans and Chairs. If
it is supported by those councils, the proposal is sent to
the president and then the Board of Trustees.
A discussion on Monday’s planned meeting with the
Board of Trustees and computer privacy issues is on the
agenda for the next senate meeting.
By Gregory McElroy
S T A F F  W R I T E R
About 83 people die every five minutes
from hunger-related causes, a survey by the
EIU-Haiti Connection reported. The annual
Hunger Banquet, sponsored by the Haiti
Connection, was held Tuesday with the pur-
pose of raising awareness of world hunger-
related issues. 
The hour long event held in the Newman
Catholic Center also helped raise money for
poverty-stricken countries.
As people came in to the center, they were
asked to pick a piece of paper out of a jar
that would tell them what level -orld country
they were representing.  Those representing
a first-world country sat at a table and were
waited on in a restaurant-type setting. Those
representing the second world also sat at a
table, but not as elegant as the first world’s
setting. And the third world had to line up at
a table to get their food and eat it on the floor. 
The rules of the banquet were as follows:
first world representatives were able to talk
with anyone from the second or third-world
countries. Second-world country representa-
tives were able to talk to the third-world rep-
resentatives, but weren’t able to talk to the
first-world representatives unless they
talked to them first.  And the third-world
representatives couldn’t talk to anyone from
the first or second world unless any one of
them talked to them first.
“Students wanted to see how it’s like to
live in a third world country,” said Roy
Lanham,  a campus advisor and member of
the Haiti Connection.  “What really hit home
for them was the many people who die from
hunger everyday.  They just wanted to see
how it works.”
The banquet was centering on creating an
acknowledgment of hunger issues, said
Chris Lempa, a senior history major and the
emcee of the event.
“This event is about raising the awareness
of the world hunger problem, something that
can be easily taken care of,” he said.
Lempa said he encourages Eastern stu-
dents and the surrounding community to get
involved supporting efforts against world
hunger in any way possible.  
Haiti, which is located off the coast of
Florida, is the poorest country in the
Western Hemisphere, according to the Haiti
Connection. 
The country has about 7 million people
and 80 percent of them live in poverty. 
Many Haitians don’t have running water
or safe drinking water. The average wage at
jobs in Haiti is only $2.50 per day, and near-
ly two-thirds of the population does not have
formal jobs.  
“It was very interesting to see what it
feels like to live in a third-world country,”
said Amy Miller, an undeclared graduate
student in attendance.  “It was an eye-open-
er . It really made you think about how lucky
we are.”
The banquet helped raise over $700. The
money will go to the cause of helping with
the hunger and water problem in Haiti. 
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$ 005 LARGE PIIZZAEVERYDAY
1 TOPPING PLUS TAX CARRYOUT ONLY
ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS ONLY $1.00
CHARLESTON
345-4743
SUN-THUR 11AM-MIDNIGHT
FRI & SAT 11AM-2AM
HOT-N-READY
WEDNESDAY
MEDIUM PEPPERONI PIZZA
$333
DELIVERY DEAL
Large Pizza
with one topping
plus crazybread
$799
CRAZYBREAD/SAUCE 2.00
CHEESEBREAD/SAUCE 4.00
HOT OR BBQ WINGS
10 PIECE 4.99
20 PIECE 8.99
30 PIECE 12.99
2 LTR BOTTLES 1.99 
By Caitlin Prendergast
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  E D I T O R
The Faculty Senate’s Executive Committee met Monday
with interim President Lou Hencken and Blair Lord, vice
president of academic affairs, to discuss various topics,
including a current rumor that the Board of Trustees
intends to remove the “interim” from Hencken’s title.
Hencken denied to the committee that anyone had
approached him with such a plan, and reasons for the
BOT to take such an action was discussed.
Faculty Senate Chair Anne Zahlan, professor of
English, reported that an action by the BOT would be
perceived by faculty as a violation of established search
procedures and would go against principles of shared
governance. 
The entire Faculty Senate will meet with the BOT
Monday.
The Executive Committee also discussed establishing
a standing committee with cross-campus representation
to consider proposed naming of campus facilities with
the president and the provost. 
Hencken will communicate a proposal to the Faculty
Senate in the future.
Faculty workload issues also were discussed, as was the
state’s refusal to fund health care benefits for university
employees. 
Zahlan’s report states the callback is a serious blow to
higher education and proposed lobbying efforts by the
Council of Illinois University Senates, the Illinois Board of
Higher Education’s Faculty Advisory Committee and the
University Professionals of Illinois are necessary.
Hencken spoke about the debate that perceived univer-
sity priorities, such as getting artificial turf on the field at
O’Brien Stadium, as taking money away from academic
programs.
The turf would be an improvement to the stadium,
Hencken said, and the money for the project would come
from private donors and state grants. 
No other campus project would be eligible for the fund-
ing, Hencken said.
Zahlan reported the discussions from the Executive
Committee meeting to the Faculty Senate at Tuesday’s
meeting.
Faculty senate approves Honors Program name change
Committee meets to dispel rumors, discuss workloads
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Amy Kincaid, senior elementary education major, eats rice and water with Amy Miller, senior
biology major, during the World Hunger Banquet held at the Newman Catholic Center on
Tuesday night. The two had been designated as third-world citizens for the evening and
couldn’t eat anything besides rice and water nor could they talk to anyone else unless they
were spoken to directly.
Healthy appetites raise world hunger awareness
“It was interesting to see
what it feels like to live in a
third-world country. It was an
eye-opener.”
—Amy Miller
Commercials are annoying to
everyone, but sometimes I feel like
I have a special kind of annoyance.
Most people don’t enjoy having
their shows interrupted, and I often
feel the same way. But why does
every commercial on television
have to be a sexist, racist, offensive
insult to my intelligence?
Some people say it’s my own
fault for watching “Passions,” but
on the rare occasions when I tune
in during the day I am bombarded
by sexist crap. 
There’s mommy, wiping up your
spill, fixing your yummies, dancing
with the Swiffer. Doesn’t she look
content with her happy heterosexu-
al house of Lysol? 
Whoops! Here comes inept dad,
bumbling in to ruin another batch
of Shake ‘n’ Bake and bathe the
children in the anti-freeze. That
dad, what a loser! Thank goodness
choosy moms choose Jif and
momma’s got the magic of Clorox.
Why can’t daddy, mommy’s les-
bian partner, the guy on the couch
or, heaven forbid, one of those damn
kids use a paper towel? Even the
nuclear family has some variation in
who makes the Hamburger Helper.
I think dad, perhaps even if he only
had one arm and a double-digit IQ,
could handle placing a 2000 Flushes
in a toilet bowel. And he does.
But not only are commercials
lame and distant from reality,
they’re trying to sell more than
peanut butter and bleach. They’re
even selling more than the idea of
how your life will be easier with
the product. They aim to show how
their crap fits into the idealized life
their female demographic failed to
build themselves and are now
scrambling to create. Not only do
Scrubbing Bubbles make mom
happy for the moment she’s clean-
ing the bathtub, they take her one
step closer to the life we’re all sup-
posed to want.
Commercials also target people
by race, and they do it in the most
obvious and bizarre ways possible.
If you make a commercial with
black people and white people in it,
it has to be the diversity commer-
cial that also includes a token mem-
ber of every other ethnicity. 
Targeting just a black audience
usually involves a racist caricature
of black Americans. McDonald’s
commercials with white people
actually picture them sitting in the
restaurant, eating the food and play-
ing with the Happy Meal toys.
Others feature cute children playing
cute pranks to trick their parents
into taking them to McDonald’s. But
when McDonald’s decides to make a
commercial with black people,
they’re loitering on a corner, rap-
ping about cheeseburgers. 
Kool-Aid has taken the “black
people” commercial in a particular-
ly offensive new direction. Every
version of the black Kool-Aid com-
mercial features a house bursting
with a giant family of folksy black
caricatures, gushing and rhapsodiz-
ing about Kool-Aid. Now I know
every commercial involves the
actors becoming overly excited
about the product, but Kool-Aid
seems to posture itself as the glue
that holds black families together.
The teenage girl commercials
have to be my absolute favorite. As
everyone knows, teenage girls’
interests are few and simple:
clothes, talking on the phone, boy
bands and the prom. Does every
department store commercial have
to involve a girl changing her
clothes a billion times before going
out with some lame-o? I adore the
one where the girl can’t pause her
phone conversation long enough to
eat a taco and ends up bound and
gagged with the phone cord.
Yeah, these commercials are obvi-
ously lame and insulting to the aver-
age person’s intelligence. But they
work, and that’s why we keep seeing
them. Commercials and TV shows
that try to sell a way of life get into
people’s heads. This assault on our
senses seems unavoidable doesn’t it? 
Well not really. Here’s my idea:
Turn off the television for as long
as possible. The longer you go with-
out it, the easier it gets, the more
you’ll like it. I promise.
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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Jamie Fetty
News editor
and 
semi-monthly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Fetty also is a
senior journalism
major.
She can be reached
at 581-2812 or
jefetty@eiu.edu
Something’s wrong with TV
O P I N I O N
Parking
change a
good one
E D I T O R I A L
In the time I've been at
Eastern, I have noticed a hor-
rible trend. I hear lots of stu-
dents complaining about
everything from parking to
tuition to lack of things to do
in Charleston – all very legiti-
mate concerns. However, I
only see a small number of
students trying to change
things. Even worse, however,
is the fact that some of those
students who choose not to
act on their concerns make a
habit of tearing down those
who are at least trying.  
I've seen how much time
and effort University Board
members put into getting the
concert fee passed and plan-
ning major entertainment
this semester for Eastern.
They heard students talking
about how they'd like to see
concerts, and they acted. I
think they're doing a great
job planning the Everclear
concert, and most of the stu-
dents I've talked to are excit-
ed about seeing it. But what
is their reward for their long
hours at the office? They get
ripped apart in the paper and
by other various individuals
on campus who, if it weren't
for UB, would probably still
be complaining that Eastern
never brings major entertain-
ment to campus.
Also, I've personally seen
how much work Student
Senate members Allison West
and Lindsey Baum and their
committees are putting into
the walking campaign.
Parking has been a big issue
on campus this year, and
while the change in S Lot has
helped tremendously, it's not
a permanent cure-all, espe-
cially if you're underclass-
man commuter who still has
to park in the back of Greek
Court because people who
live on, or very near to cam-
pus are driving their cars to
class. Everyone might not
think it's a good idea, but they
saw it as an idea that could
potentially benefit the cam-
pus, and they acted on it.
Remember that student
leaders are students just like
everyone else, and they often
volunteer their time and effort
to try to make Eastern a better
place for all of us. However,
they cannot do everything
without help, nor are they
mind readers. If you have a
problem with something that's
going on at Eastern, do some-
thing about it, even if it's just
passing your idea on to some-
one who can take action. And
instead of griping about how
others' ideas won't work, why
not try to come up with some
solutions that will?  
Jennifer Lampley
sophomore psychology major
Quit complaining and do something
Y O U R  T U R N :  L E T T E R  T O  T H E  E D I T O R
“Here’s my idea: Turn
the TV off for as long
as possible. The longer
you go without it, the
more you’ll like it.”
Editorial board
Shauna Gustafson, Editor in chief
Michelle Jones, Managing editor
Jamie Fetty, News editor
Amber Williams, Associate news editor
Jessica Danielewicz, Editorial page editor
Nate Bloomquist, Sports editor
slgustafson@eiu.edu
Parking has become an issue at Eastern for a
number of reasons this year. Enrollment has shot
up and construction in various places on campus
has caused some shuffling of spaces by both loca-
tion and designation.
Certainly, parking is an issue every year at
every college campus. Spaces always seem so lim-
ited and never seem to be situated anywhere near
campus buildings.
But while finite space and what appears to be
infinite cars are not problems
any university can easily
overcome, at least the
Parking Committee has tried
to make the best of what
parking areas Eastern does
have.
The S lot was expanded this
semester when construction
closed the student lot near
Thomas Hall. Some tennis
courts were cleared out on
Roosevelt Avenue between
Seventh and Ninth streets and
staff/student parking was cre-
ated.
But for most of the semes-
ter, the row of staff-only
spaces along the southwest
corner of the lot sat empty
while irate students circled the lot, searching for
spaces.
The Parking Committee noticed and took action,
and soon the congestion in student parking will be
alleviated some.
It’s not fair to suggest that those who wish to
should not have the right to drive and park on
campus, but it’s no more fair to expect miracles
and the addition of parking lots where no room
exists. Adapting the space the university does
have to changing parking needs of Eastern’s com-
munity of drivers is a logical answer to the park-
ing problem. The committee noticed the problem,
addressed it and got it solved quickly. They took
their position on the committee seriously and got
something accomplished without endless procras-
tination or bureaucratic mazes.
Thank you to the members of the Parking
Committee for actively promoting positive
change, and to the University Police Department
for being receptive and working with students,
faculty and staff. 
Keep watching campus lots to make sure seg-
ments of the population are really using the park-
ing they’re given, or if they’re circling the cam-
pus, 12 seconds from going postal because they
can’t park.
The editorial is the majority opinion of the 
Daily Eastern News editorial board.
At issue
The 
conversion of
the S Lot to all
student 
parking
Our stance
The Parking
Committee did
a good job at
finding a 
solution to the
parking
problem on
campus. The
committee
should 
continue 
finding such 
solutions.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to slgustafson@eiu.edu
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Every Wednesday
Appreciation Day
FREE
Hot Hors
6 pm-9 pm
Premium U-Call Its
$2.50
Every Wednesday
50¢
$2 UV
Rolling 
12oz Drafts
Rock
Shot Menu
D a i l y  S p e c i a l s
3 4 5 - S U B S
Catering Special
3 ft sub for $35 (feeds 15 to 20)
6 ft sub for $65 (feeds 30 to 40)
Monday
Double Punch Day
Tues, Wed, Thurs
Midweek Special
2 - 6 inch subs for the price of 1
with the purchase of a drink
Sunday
3 - 6 inch combo meals
for $11.99
$5 Friday
$5 Footlong
Late Night Delivery
Fri & Sat 10pm - 2am
2 foot longs $6.99
footlong combo $5.50
MODELS NEEDED
Master Colorist from ARTec
Will be demonstrating the newest color line from Enamels
THE RAZORZ EDGE SALON
on Monday October 21st from 9am - noon
Four models are needed with hair that has never been colored
or with at least 11/2 inches of re-growth.
Your chance to receive a new fall look from a Pro for FREE!!
Call 345-3142
H o w d y  P a r t n e r . . .
Y o u  c o u l d  h a v e a d v e r t i s e d
r i g h t  h e r e !
Need money for
clothes?
Sell your stuff in the Daily
Eastern News and make
money! 
By Drew Harlow
STAFF WRITER
Karen Taylor, a foreign languages professor, used
the novels of Laura Esquivel to teach about the impor-
tance of cooking to Mexicans and Mexican-
Americans.
Her audience, comprised mainly of students from
Taylor’s Spanish class, heard excerpts from Esquivel’s
novels and saw demonstrations of Mexican spices and
cooking utensils and their uses.
Esquivel is one of the most famous novelists in the
world today, Taylor said. 
Taylor gained such an interest in Esquivel after
going to see “Like Water for Chocolate,” a movie
based on Esquivel’s novel of the same name. 
“Like Water for Chocolate” gives the audience a
look at the importance of cooking in Spanish-
American culture as a way of expressing a woman’s
emotions. The main character, Tita, prepares a meal
for the family and puts a great deal of different emo-
tions into each dish. These emotions are then felt by
the people who partake of these different foods. 
Another one of Esquivel’s works Taylor used  was
the novel “As Swift as Desire.” The novel tells the
story of a daughter who develops a renewed relation-
ship with her Mayan-Indian father who is dying, and
emphasizes the importance of love in a Mexican cul-
ture.
Taylor, originally from Southern California, was
raised in an environment that was rich in Mexican cul-
ture and where having a knowledge of Spanish culture
was almost as important as having your wallet with
you when you leave your house. Taylor said that if she
was not from Southern California, she is not sure if
she would be as interested in Esquivel’s works. 
She encourages Eastern students to take an interest
in Esquivel’s work because it is “a really fun way to
learn about Mexican culture,” she said. 
Novelists can
open minds to
Spanish culture   
D A N  L E E /  S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Dr. Karen Taylor, associate professor of Spanish at Eastern, holds up a
mortar and pestel at the Laura Esquivel New Directions Lecture held in
the Martinsville room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
Tuesday afternoon. The lecture was held for Latino Heritage month
which began September 15th and ended yesterday.
UNITED NATIONS (AP) — Despite pressure
from Russia and China to send U.N. weapons
inspectors back to Iraq immediately, chief inspec-
tor Hans Blix said Tuesday he’ll wait for the
Security Council to adopt a new resolution.
The push has been for an advance party to arrive
in Baghdad by Oct. 19, but Blix said that since the
council is still debating a resolution “it is evident”
the U.N. team won’t get there by then.
“It would be awkward for us to be in Iraq with
inspectors deployed and then have a resolution
falling down from the Security Council giving us a
lot of new instructions and perhaps requiring new
practical arrangements,” he said. “We’ve waited
now for almost four years (to return) so we’ll have
a little patience with the Security Council.”
Intense negotiations continued Tuesday among
the five veto-wielding council members, who
remain divided.
The United States and Britain are demanding that
a new resolution authorize the use of military force
against Iraq if it fails to comply with inspectors —
but France, Russia and China want Iraq to be given
a chance to cooperate first, without a green light to
attack.
In a General Assembly speech on Tuesday, Iraq’s
U.N. Ambassador Mohammed Al-Douri accused the
United States of going “mad” when Iraq accepted
the return of inspectors because it would deny them
“the opportunity of invading Iraq and occupying it.”
“They lost their senses, prevented the inspectors
from returning to Iraq and started talking of a draft
resolution for a new war,” he said.
While talks drag on, the Security Council is under
pressure from a growing number of countries to
resume inspections quickly.
The council is scheduled to hold an open meeting
on Iraq Wednesday at the request of some 130 main-
ly developing nations in the Non-Aligned
Movement.
South Africa’s U.N. Ambassador Dumisani
Kumalo, whose country chairs the organization,
urged the council on Tuesday to let the inspectors
return “as quickly as possible.”
Weapons inspectors
delay Iraq search
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JONAH: A VEGGIE TALES MOVIE (G)
DIGITAL 5:15 7:30 9:30
TRANSPORTER (PG13)
5:00 7:40 10:00
KNOCK AROUND GUYS (R)
5:30 7:50 10:10
RULES OF ATTRACTION  (R)
4:40 7:20 9:55
SWEET HOME ALABAMA (PG13)
DIGITAL 4:30 7:00 9:35
RED DRAGON (R)
4:00 6:50 9:45
MY BIG FAT GREEK WEDDING (PG)
4:50 7:10 9:40
TUXEDO (PG13)  4:15 6:40 9:15
HALLOWEEN: RESURRECTION (R)  7:15
BARBERSHOP (PG13)  7:00
Happy B-Day
Mare
Everyone is just
as excited as
you!
Lov
e C
hel
s
Open Daily
4pm - Midnight
‘cept Fri & Sat
till 2am
One Large One Item
Pizza &
Order of Garlic
Cheesestick for Just
$13.95
Pagliai’s, Since 1964
1600 Lincoln Ave
Call 345-3400
Fast, Free Delivery
Pagl
iai’s
PIZZA
By John Chambers
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R
A controversial bylaw that the
Student Senate passed after hours
of debate last year may now be
meeting with apathy in its second
semester.
The senate Diversity Affairs
Committee is watching how aware
of diversity student senate mem-
bers actually are by requiring sen-
ate members to attend one diversi-
ty-themed event or meeting per
semester.
The deadline for senate mem-
bers to complete the requirement
is Wednesday night after the sen-
ate meeting, but only nine out of 30
senate members had fulfilled it by
Tuesday, said committee member
and senate member Dwight
Nelson.
Senate members can complete
the requirement by attending
meetings and events held by cam-
pus organizations such as the
Black Student Union or Pride.
“The main focus is a breakdown
of a minority event,” said Tim
Edwards, Diversity Affairs
Committee chair and co-author of
the bylaw. “Anything you find
yourself similar to, that (minority)
would not fulfill your require-
ment.”
If senate members do not com-
plete the diversity requirement,
the failure is counted as equivalent
to missing one senate meeting.
After three such absences, mem-
bers are removed from the senate.
Edwards said senate members
were given several opportunities
to complete the requirement dur-
ing events held during
Homecoming week, but procrasti-
nation could be the reason more
members have not currently com-
pleted the requirement.
“Either way, it shows the pur-
pose of the bylaw. If people wait to
the last minute it shows a problem
with diversity on campus,”
Edwards said. “The bylaw did its
job.”
Nelson said the purpose of the
bylaw is to encourage senate mem-
bers to be aware of diversity and
continue attending events after
they fulfill their requirement.
“I would encourage you to get
out there, be diverse, go to differ-
ent meetings. The point is to grow
as person,” he said.
“Procrastination seems to be the
key word with doing something
like this.”
Nelson said he hopes the rest of
the senate members will submit
forms for their requirement by
today or Thursday morning.
“I would love to say 100 percent
of the senators did this. It’s far
from 100 percent,” he said.
Student senate member Allison
West told The Daily Eastern News
previously that the bylaw shows
senate members a deeper under-
standing of diversity.
“People need to realize diversity
is more than just a black and white
thing. It’s more than racial,” she
said. 
“Pride and GLAD need to have
some attention paid to them. Asian
Americans, I think, also get over-
looked,” she said.
Senate has one day to meet diversity bylaws
“If people want to wait
to the last minute, it
shows a problem with
diversity on campus.”
—Tim Edwards
By Eram Cowlas
S T A F F  W R I T E R
A proposal to renovate the Charleston
Rotary Pool to reduce its possible health
risks and increase its popularity was
approved at Tuesday’s City Council meeting.
The council discussed the condition of the
Rotary Pool. The 27-year old pool has signif-
icant leakage problems, which is a concern
because of the current threat of West Nile
Virus, said Mayor Dan Cougill. 
Though the problem is being dealt with,
renovating the pool will prevent future prob-
lems and hopefully attract more community
members. 
Cougill stated that they wanted to
“enhance the Rotary Pool so it’s more attrac-
tive and more usable.”
The maximum amount that can be spent
on the inspection stage of renovations is
$15,500. 
The council also discussed a resolution
that would extend the contract with
Charleston’s current cable provider,
Mediacom. A major issue of debate was the
current problems Charleston has been expe-
riencing with cable reception and outages. 
The contract would be non-exclusive, and
may end up costing customers more money,
however no cost increases have been made.
Although a Mediacom representative
insured the council that any cable problems
would be resolved before Thanksgiving, the
resolution was placed on file for public
inspection and will be voted on at a later
meeting.
The council also passed a resolution to
extend a state initiative that would allow for
an enterprise zone in Charleston. 
The zone was created in 1990 to exempt
select start-up companies from property
taxes. 
The resolution will expand the area of the
zone and extend it until the year 2020. 
City Council members also hope that
expanding the enterprise zone will help
attract new business to replace the loss from
Trailmobile closing and bring more jobs
back to Charleston.
Council discusses city pool renovations, Mediacom contract   
 Pool construction may help
improve health conditions,
prevent spread of West Nile
Virus and increase popularity
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AT
1/2
PRICE KILLER
NACHOS
$2 ~ Corona, XX, 
Tequila shots
$1~ Well Drinks
SOUTH OF THE
BORDER
EIU Hair Salon
Under New management
Walk-Ins Welcome!
Featuring Stylist * Jolanda Young
Monday, Thursday, & Friday 6pm-
10pm 2nd Saturday of the Month
10am-2pm 
MLK, JR. UNIVERSITY UNION
(Lower Level, West Wing)
FOR APPOINTMENTS CALL
Barndance @ Stu’s
$3 Moonshine
$1.50 Domestic Bottles
$1 Shot Specials
Prizes to be Given Away
NEW STAFF::NEW ATTITUDE::NEW LOOK::NEW STUS
WWW.STUSONLINE.COM
Stu’s
Wednesday
“Some time ago when a bank
first put up a sign with the time
and temperature, the tempera-
ture was way off and a reporter
called me about it,” Price said.
“I thought about it and I figured
the temperature was off
because of all the cold hard cash
they had. I went into the bank
the next day and they said ‘we
were worried that you’d mention
our frozen assets.’”
His face may be weathered,
but his passion for studying the
heavens has never wavered.
“I could see progress all
through my career, small at
times, but all the while it kept
improving and improving,”
Price said. “It doesn’t surprise
me at all that we are where we
are now.”
But Price won’t use any of the
sophisticated computer equip-
ment for his studies. His weath-
er station is nearly unaltered
from when he transplanted it to
his backyard after he retired
from Eastern in 1980.
His records are all hand-writ-
ten and only until recently did
his weather station update to
automatic gauges. He no longer
has to go outside to check the
station, but usually does.
One of his four sons bought
him a computer after he com-
plained about not being able to
stay in touch with Price’s busy
life.
His seven grandchildren and
four children are sharing the
passion for weather he has
despite being in different fields
and locations. He said when his
grandchildren visit they are
anxious to help him check the
weather station.
But when his grandchildren
grow up, Price insisted comput-
ers wouldn’t take over in mete-
orology. They can help predict,
but the human element is still
needed to complete it.
“I asked someone at the
National Weather Service that
when they came to celebrate my
40th anniversary of working
with them, although it was two
years late,” Price said. “They
said computers would never
supersede humans. We’ll perse-
vere.”
Price’s record-keeping work
in Charleston dates back to 1900,
but all of his records are hand
written, when most are stored
on computers.
“I am hoping that the library
will take them or they will be
put to good use somewhere after
I’m gone,” he said. “I feel very
fortunate to have lived a life
that I thoroughly enjoyed, and I
love teaching very much, and I
have been able to keep corre-
spondence with students all
around.”
Price:
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shows, including the overesti-
matates, with the first
Foxworthy performance gross-
ing over $51,768 and the second
show earning close to $53,650.
The board gained a total of about
$105, 417 for both shows.
“Right now we are expecting
this show will break even, which
is good,” Brinker said.
The concert committee start-
ed budgeting for Foxworthy in
March and April and based esti-
mates on past Family Weekend
entertainment like Aretha
Franklin and Bill Cosby.
However, Brinker said planning
that early often means guessing
on certain fees that the board
cannot be completely sure of
until the show actually happens. 
Of the $96,745 budgeted for
the show, the board overestimat-
ed the most money on sound and
light, ticket printing and adver-
tising costs.
The board allotted $2,000 for
sound and lighting, but spent
$5,303. Brinker said the univer-
sity based the original estimate
on past shows and used the same
company but ended up using
four sides of Lantz Arena, when
past shows only used three side.
The added seats required more
lighting and sound equipment,
she said.
Estimated advertising costs
also shot up almost $2,300 more
than projected costs. The con-
cert committee budgeted $2,500
for radio, television and newspa-
per advertising but spent almost
$4,800. 
Brinker said the University
Board advertised Foxworthy
more than usual, causing the
increased price. Typically,
Family Weekend includes only
one main stage show, and there
was no need to advertise for
shows outside of students, fami-
lies and community residents. 
However, when the board
asked Foxworthy to do two
shows, it spent more money on
radio advertising in Decatur,
Champaign and surrounding
areas.
“That’s above and beyond typ-
ical marketing for Family
Weekend shows,” she said. 
The board also spent more
money on printing tickets than
expected, spending almost $400
more on print costs. Brinker said
costs were estimated from past
ticket costs, but the board need-
ed to rush order the tickets to
ensure they would be available
to parents on time. 
The board is still waiting to
get invoices regarding radio
giveaway tickets passed out as
promotional tools. The board
gave certain radio stations free
tickets in exchange for free
advertising time. 
It planned to give away 20
tickets at $320, but Brinker said
they ended up giving away more
tickets that are still not account-
ed for.
Despite some overestimates,
most projected costs ended up
reflecting actual costs, Brinker
said.
Also, some bills from radio
advertising and refunded tickets
have not been tallied into the
total concert costs, she said.
Some estimates were underes-
timated which Brinker said may
have saved the board from going
over budget. Concert committee
members and staff volunteered
to work security during
Foxworthy, saving $200.  
In addition, mailing costs were
almost $300 less than expected.
Foxworthy:
Budgeting two main
stage shows is a first
for University Board
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1
“I feel very fortunate
to have lived a life that
I thoroughly enjoyed.”
—Dalias Price
Attn: Check this out!  Work from
home?  www.csworldmarketing.com
1-888-200-5032.
_________________________10/18
COMFORT SUITES: Seeking PT
Front Desk Receptionist, 2-3
shifts/week. $6/hr. Great job for
students! Apply in person. Rt. 16
& I-57, Mattoon.
_________________________10/21
Part-time, week nights, and
weekends.  Front Desk Associate
needed.  Please apply in person
at Super 8 Motel in Mattoon.
_________________________10/21
RESORT ACTIVITIES, HOSPITALITY,
AND GOLF INTERNSHIPS Orlando,
FL; Myrtle Beach and Hilton Head
Island, SC NOW HIRING FOR ALL
POSITIONS AND SEASONS!! Take
semester off or summer and learn
about the hospitality industry in sunny
resort locations! Receive a certificate
from the largest hospitality training com-
pany in the United States. Fully furnished
housing, stipend and transportation pro-
vided. 3-6 months. Call 1.888.859.5293
for more information and to set up a
phone interview.
www.AmericanHospitalityAcademy.com
_________________________10/22
Bartender  trainees needed $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539
_________________________10/22
Delivery person wanted part time,
apply in person after 4pm,
Pagliai’s Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.
_________________________10/23
Searching for a Job that Works
Around Your Class Schedule???
WESTAFF has immediate long
term customer service/inside
sales positions available. We
offer: Flexible Scheduling, A
Fun/Professional Atmosphere,
Paid Training, Competitive
Starting Salary. Call Now!!!
345.1303 WESTAFF eoe m/f/h/v
_________________________00
New 1 large bedroom apartment,
All appliances, including w/d,
Trash included, Available
November 1st, Charleston Call
512.0143
_________________________10/17
Extremely nice Large 3 BR, 2
bathroom house. washer/dryer
included. Available December.
Close to Campus 345-9267
_________________________10/22
Fall ‘03. 2 Bedroom home.
Excellent location—2008 12th St.
A/C, Washer/Dryer. NO PETS.
$500 a month. 345.5037
_________________________10/25
Fall ‘003. 3 bedroom 2 bath
home. A/C, Washer/Dryer.
Screened-in porch. NO PETS.
$750 a month. 345.5037
_________________________10/25
Fall ‘03. 4 bed 2 bath home.
Excellent location—1817 11th St.
A/C, Washer/Dryer. NO PETS.
$1000 a month. 345.5037
_________________________10/25
Available now! Large 1 or 2 BR
Apt. off Charleston Square.
$495/mo includes heat, water,
trash pickup, appliances and
laundry room. No pets. 345-2617
_________________________10/31
AVAILABLE DECEMBER: Large 1
BR, Nicely Furnished. Solid Oak
Cabinets, A/C. $350/mo. Located
741 6th St. Call 581.7729 or
345.6127
_________________________00
3 BR Apt, New kitchen with dish-
washer, microwave, cent air, laun-
dry, very nice. No pets. 345.7286
_________________________00
2 BR apt, furn/unfurn, nice, Great
location, all elec. A/C. No pets.
345.7286
_________________________00
GET THE BEST BEFORE THE REST.
2, 3, AND 4 BEDROOM UNITS
AVAILABLE. CLOSE TO EIU. IF YOU
WANT A NICE, NEW, AND CLEAN
APARTMENT FOR NEXT SCHOOL
YEAR CALL 348-1067
_________________________00
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS 1611
9th St. Unexpected vacancy as of
Oct. 1, 2002. 1 block east of Old
Main, 2 BR apt. completely fur-
nished, heat, garbage, off-street
parking included. Lease rest of
school year. Call 345.7136
_________________________00
Near campus, adorable. 4 bedroom
house, 10 month lease, available
immediately. Washer/dryer, off street
parking. 348-0712
_________________________00
Single apt on square. $350
includes gas/water/trash. Dave
345-2171 9-11am
_________________________00
ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR fur-
nished apt. Water, trash, laundry
room, all included for $260/mo.
on the corner, 111 2nd st. Right
next to park. Day: 235-3373,
Evening: 348-5427
_________________________00
NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3
BEDROOM APARTMENTS. RENT
AS LOW AS $280/PERSON. FUR-
NISHED. SUPER LOW UTILITIES.
DSL/ETHERNET 03/04 SCHOOL
YEAR. 345-5022
_________________________00
AVAILABLE JANUARY 2002:
LARGE 2 & 3 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS LOCATED NEXT TO THE
BUZZARD BUILDING. RECENT-
LY RECARPETED. FOR LEASING
INFORMATION CALL 348-0157
OR 581-3681 or www.lanman-
properties.com.
_________________________00
2 BR UNF. APT. W/ STOVE,
REFRIG, AC, LAUNDRY IN COM-
PLEX.  TRASH PD.  1305 18th ST.
$395 MO. SINGLE/ $460 2
ADULTS. PH 348-7746.
_________________________00
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives.  Call 348-1479
_________________________00       
BELL RED DOOR APTS.  1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARK-
ING. SPRING SEMESTER 2003
LEASES AVAILABLE. OFFICE
345-1266 OR 346-3161.
_________________________00
NEWLY REMODELED 2 bdrm.
apt. very close to campus, low
utilities, 10 month lease. 345-
5048.
_________________________00
1,2,&3 BDRM. APTS. OLD-
TOWNE MANAGEMENT.  CLOSE
TO  CAMPUS.  345-6533.
_________________________00
1 BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN-3 BR
UNF. APT W/ STOVE, REFRIG,
DISHWASHER, MICROWAVE,
CATHEDRAL CEILING, INDIV.
SINK/VANITY IN EACH ROOM,
WATER/TRASH PD. 348-7746
_________________________00
5 BEDROOM HOUSE 1 BLOCK
FROM OLD MAIN-2 BATH LIVING
ROOM, DINING ROOM,
KITCHEN, STOVE, REFRIG.1520
9th ST. PH. 348-7746
_________________________00
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
APARTMENTS Now showing 2
and 3 bedroom apartments avail-
able IMMEDIATELY, 2ND SEMES-
TER, or select your apartment
NOW for fall 2003! LINCOL-
NWOOD PINETREE offers lots of
space, swimming pool, volleyball
court, walk to campus.  Located
across from Carman Hall. 345-
6000
_________________________00 
Beautiful 2 story house furnished
for 7-8 girls. Hardwood floors, full
basement w/ w/d, c/a 2.5 baths
Large yard 1 bl. N or O’Brien
Field$280/person Call Jan at
345.8350   
_________________________00
Exceptionally economical! 1 BR
apt. w/loft, Furnished for 1 or 2
persons. $370 for 1, $425 for 2-
1/2 of duplex, 1 BL N of O’Brien
Field, Call Jan 345.8350
_________________________ 00
2003-2004 school year. Nice and
close to campus. Unfurnished
houses. No pets. $285 per person
per month. 12 month lease. 345-
3148 or 512-9227.
_________________________00
Compaq Armada 7400 Laptop.
366 MHZ, 5.0 GB Hard Drive, 192
MB Ram, Modem. $450. 345-
9355
_________________________10/15
MUST SELL: 3 Arch style steel
buildings. 30X36, 45X72, still
crated, sell for balance owed,
Norm. 1.888.254.4820
_________________________10/17
Two Piece sectional softa with
hide-a-bed, cream color, clean;
Moving, must sell! $25.00 Ph.
512-7290
_________________________10/18
2 Sublessors needed for Spring,
Free Washer/dryer, parking,
Pets $275/Mo./Own Bathroom,
10th St. Call 348.6323
_________________________10/18
Need a female sublessor for
spring semester. Has
washer/drier/cable/parking. $250
montthly. 345-4735
_________________________10/19
SUBLESSORS NEEDED!!!  Jan-
July. 2 Bedroom Apartment at
11th ans Jackson. $250/mo + util-
ities. Water and Trash paid!! W/D.
Call 348-1679 ASAP!!!
_________________________10/26
Congratulations to Libbi Faultus of Tri-
Sigma for receiving Vice-President of
Recruitment and Retention Elect.
_________________________10/14
68% of EIU students have not used
tobacco within the last month (n=471
representative students, spring 2002).
_________________________10/16
Forever and Always~ Your Friend,
Tatanka
_________________________2/6
ALL NEW LOW PRICES AT JUST
SPENCE’S! 1148 6TH STREET.
COME IN AND SHOP! OPEN TUES-
DAY THROUGH SATURDAY. 1:30 -
5PM. 345-1469
_________________________10/16
USA Spring Break Presents Spring
Break 2003. Campus Reps Wanted.
Earn 2 free trips for 15 people.
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan,
Jamaica, Acapulco, South Padre and
Florida. Call Toll Free 1-877-460-6077
www.usaspringbreak.com
_________________________10/18
USA Spring Break Presents: Spring
Break 2003 Campus Reps wanted
Earn 2 free trips for 15 People
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan,
Jamaica, Acapulco, South Padre, and
Florida  Call Toll Free 1-877-460-6077
www.usaspringbreak.com
_________________________10/18
10000+ COSTUMES for
Halloween, Theme Parties &
Parades-  Reserve yours
now!  GRAND BALL -  609
Sixth,  Char leston.  345-
2617.
_________________________10/31
Fratern i t ies,  Soror i t ies,
Clubs,  Student Groups:
Earn $1,000-$2,000 th is
semester  wi th a proven
CampusFundraiser  3 hour
fundraiser event.  OUR PRO-
GRAMS MAKE FUNDRAIS-
ING EASY WITH NO RISKS.
Fundraising dates are fi l l ing
quickly, so get with the pro-
gram!  It works.  Contact
CampusFundraiser at (888)
923-3238, or visit www.cam-
pusfundraiser.com 
_________________________10/31 
Attent ion Spring Breakers:
I t ’s  Free in  2003.  2 Free
Tr ips/Free  Par t ies  w/MTV.
Hot tes t  Dest ina t ions  @
Lowest Pr ices.  Featured on
MTV,  Jer ry  Spr inger,
MSNBC & Travel  Channel .
Most  Re l iab le  Company.
w w w. s u n s p l a s h t o u r s . c o m
1.800.426.7710
_________________________11/1
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F O R  R E N T
C A M P U S  C L I P S
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION Speaker Meeting tonight,
7pm, Life Science Building 2080(Look for the red AMA signs!) Randy
Rock, Head Manager, Wal-Mart Supercenter, will be speaking on retail
marketing. Everyone is welcome! See you there!
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE: Wednesday Night Bible Study tonight
at the Christian Campus House at 7pm.  Everyone is welcome!
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA: Business Meeting tonight at 5:30pm in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room in the Union.
WESLEY FOUNDATION: Powerlight tonight at 9:15pm at the Wesley
Foundation, across 4th from Lawson. Contemporary Christian music
with praise band F.O.A. M. A time of worship for everyone.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER: Mass tonight at 9pm. St. Philip Neri
Chapel. Located across from Andrews Hall.
BEST BUDDIES: Informal Informational Meeting tonight at 5:30pm
across from bookstore in Union. Be a friend for no other reason but to
be one. Come and learn more about the Best Buddy Chapter here at
EIU.
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL STUDIES:
University Admission to Teacher Education Meeting tonight from 3-
3:50pm in 1501 Buzzard Hall Auditorium. Students must formally apply
for University Admission to Teacher Education. This is done by attend-
ing a meeting. Students who have not previously applied must attend.
EIU ASTRONOMY CLUB: Bi-Monthly meeting tonight at 9pm in the
Physical Science room 2437.
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only):
_________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
ACROSS
1Frightful
women
5Push
9Greases the
wheels for,
say
14Drain part
15In the past
16Diaper, in
Britain
17Kind of jack
18Nurses’
responsibility
19Wood nymph
20Short story?
23Honey
24“Gunsmoke”
star
28Partner
31Rackets
33___-Mère-
Église
(Normandy
invasion
town)
34Short bread?
36Tit for ___
37They’re
found in
veins
38Self-image
39Biblical verb
40Old master’s
work
41Short stop?
45How the St.
Lawrence
flows through
Montreal:
Abbr.
46“Blue Moon”
lyricist
47Gentle stroke
48Car made in
Spring Hill,
Tenn.
50Potpourri
containers
51Short
change?
57African tree
snake
60Beat badly
61Leprechauns’
land
62Worked on
Broadway
63“Cast Away”
setting
64Let fly
65Compote
fruit
66Dele undoer
67Like some
restaurant
orders
DOWN
1URL starter
2Pavarotti
performance
31982 Robin
Williams title
role
4Accelerations
5Tom turkey
62000 N.B.A.
scoring
leader for the
Lakers
7Adapter let-
ters
8Inkstand’s
site
9Sign
10Hitter known
as The
Hammer
11Operative
12Clean Air Act
enforcer:
Abbr.
13Barrett of
early Pink
Floyd
21___ of
Jericho
22Possible
drive-thru
site
25Heir cush-
ion?
26Suspended
animation
27Melees
28Stirrers
29Brand name
accompany-
ing a
checker-
board logo
30Brunch sta-
ple
31Finger or toe
32On-screen
image
35Fast
approaching
39Least forgiv-
ing
41Clothes,
slangily
42Go on and
on
43Like a tanag-
er
44Canvas
cover
49Brownish
50Physics unit
52Writer
Kingsley
53Schooner
part
54Nabisco
snack
55Be a rat
56Passionate
about
57Glove com-
partment
item
58Big serve
591959
Kingston Trio
hit
Puzzle by Eric Berlin
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31 32 33
34 35 36
37 38 39
40 41 42 43 44
45 46 47
48 49 50
51 52 53 54 55 56
57 58 59 60 61
62 63 64
65 66 67
Edited by Will Shortz No. 0904
HAGSGOADEASES
TRAPONCENAPPY
TIREBEDSDRYAD
PAPERBACKBOO
DOLLARNESS
SPOUSEDINSSTE
PUMPERNICKETAT
ORESEGOHAST
OILTRAINSTATIO
NNEHARTCARESS
SATURNJARS
METAMORPHOSI
MAMBAMAULERIN
ACTEDISLESENT
PEARSSTETTOGO
F O R  S A L E
S U B L E S S O R S
P E R S O N A L S
A N N O U N C E M E N T S
A N N O U N C E M E N T S
16 Years-One Spring Break
Destination-One Company!
Travel with BIANCHI-ROSSI
TOURS, the most successful
Acapulco Spring Break com-
pany ever, & you will never
want to use a different Spring
Break company again! Sign up
by Nov. 1 & get over $100 in
food & merchandise FREE.
800.875.4525. www.bianchi-
rossi.com. Travel FREE-ask
how!!
_________________________11/1
SPRING BREAK 2003 Travel
With STS Americas #1 Student
Tour Operator. Jamaica,
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas,
or Florida. Sell Trips Earn
Cash Travel Free.
Information/Reservations. 1-
800-648-4849 or www.ststrav-
el.com.
_________________________11/1
*** *ACT FAST! !  Save $$$,
Get Spring Break Discounts!
1 .888 THINKSUN
(1.888.844.6578 dept 2626)
w w w . s p r i n g b r e a k d i s -
counts.com
_________________________12/16
***ACT NOW!!! Guarantee the
best SPRING BREAK PRICES!
South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida &
Mardi Gras. TRAVEL FREE, Reps
needed, Earn $$$$. Group
Discounts for 6+.
1 . 8 8 8 . T H I N K S U N
(1.888.844.6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
_________________________12/16
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida, Texas! Campus Reps
Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties
& Meals! 1.800.234.7007 endless-
summertours.com
_________________________12/16
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DROP DEADLINE
The deadline for dropping a class and receiving an automatic “W” for
the class is Fri. Oct. 25.  Be sure to access  PAWS or touch-tone at
least 15 minutes before the system goes down.
—Molly J. Evans, Assistant Director, Registration
ASEP APPLICATION MEETING
Students interested in the Alternate Secondary Education Program
(ASEP) should attend the following meeting in 2149 Buzzard on
Wednesday, October 16, at 5 p.m.  At this meeting, students can learn
about ASEP’s unique features and get application for admission.
Anyone who cannot attend should call 582-7394 for an appointment.  
—Audrey Edwards, Director ASEP
GRADUATION BY EXCEPTIONALITY DEADLINES
Students completing graduation requirements in the Spring may partic-
ipate by exceptionality in the Fall 2002 ceremony providing they meet
the following criteria:
1. Have applied to graduate Spring Semester 2003, and 
2.  Only have student teaching, internship, or practicum
remaining to complete Spring Semester 2003.
Requests for exceptionality must be submitted to the appropriate cer-
tifying dean’s office NO LATER than Friday, November 1, 2002.
—Sue Harvey, Director, Academic Records and Registration
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT AWARD
Application for the Carol Specht Memorial Award are due to the Office
of Civil Rights and Diversity (108 Old Main) on October 22.  The Carol
Specht Memorial Award  is given to undergraduate female student who
is the single parent of at least one child living in her home.  The guide-
lines of the award stipulate that the recipient must be majoring in a
“helping discipline.”   The applicant’s financial need, academic record,
and participation in community service activities are also considered.
The forms are available in the Civil Rights Office and on-line at
http://www.eiu.edu/~civil/spechtapp.htm
—Cynthia Nichols, Director, Office of Civil Rights and Diversity
SPRING FINAL EXAM INFORMATION
Please be aware that the final examination schedule for Spring 2002
is published on page 7 of the SPRING SEMESTER 2003 CLASS
SCHEDULE.  This information should be used in planning your sched-
ule.  Class schedules are available on the shelf outside the
Registration Office.  The spring final exam schedule is also available
on Registration’s homepage on the Internet at, <www.eiu.edu/~regis-
tra/spfinals.html>.
—Frank Hohengarten, Dean Enrollment Management and Registration
A N N O U N C E M E N T S A N N O U N C E M E N T S
ADVERTIISE!!
Chemical attack victims
show reality of Iraqi warfare
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — To understand the unend-
ing nightmare of an Iraqi chemical barrage, there’s
ward 10-D.
The patients — all veterans of Iran’s 1980-88 war
with Iraq — shuffle about in plastic sandals and pale
yellow hospital pajamas. They talk little. Even a
shallow breath can be painful.
In the special wing at Baqiatallah Hospital, run by
the powerful Revolutionary Guards, the reality of
Saddam Hussein’s chemical weaponry is evident.
Doctors do what they can for some of the thou-
sands of soldiers exposed to Iraqi poison gas. There
are no cures. Just ways to lessen the ailments:
scarred lungs, ravaged bowels, disorientation, welts
and blisters.
About once a week, Iranian newspapers carry
small items about another veteran succumbing to
chemical-related disorders.
“I feel just half alive,” whispered Jalal Taqvi,
whose right side is numb and partially paralyzed.
“The day I breathed the poison gas was the day I
started to die.”
He recalls every moment of the attack near the
southwestern Iranian border city of Abadan in 1987.
Soldiers started to wheeze and gasp. 
They were blinded by uncontrollable tears. And
everywhere was the smell of onions — a character-
istic of mustard gas.
If U.N. weapons inspectors return, a prime objec-
tive will be to discover what — if anything —
remains of Iraq’s chemical arsenal.
Iraq insists it has abandoned its chemical, biolog-
ical and nuclear arms programs. But U.S. authori-
ties claim Iraq still has stockpiles of chemical and
biological agents, which they fear could slip into the
hands of terrorists.
In 1997, the year before the United Nations sus-
pended operations in Iraq, the former head of the
U.N. inspections team, Rolf Ekeus, said he believed
Saddam maintained a “strategic capability” with
chemicals.
Backed by the West during the eight-year war
against Iran’s Islamic regime, Iraq unleashed
dozens of chemical attacks, according to interna-
tional monitors. 
Two main Western-developed formulas were ver-
ified by U.N. investigators: mustard gas, an oily liq-
uid first used in World War I whose vapor can
remain deadly for days; and tabun, a nerve gas that
causes convulsions and paralysis before death.
Estimates of Iranian battlefield deaths from
chemical attacks range from hundreds to as many
as 5,000. Thousands more were stricken but sur-
vived.
“Sometimes I feel fine. Then the problems return.
Every breath becomes painful,” said veteran
Rashid Imani, who also lost his right foot in a mine
blast. “They burned our clothes after the attack. 
But they could do nothing for us. The demon of
the chemical was inside us.”
One of the ward’s physicians, Dr. Kamran
Zamanian, said nothing can reverse the damage.
“We just try to make them comfortable and take
away some of the pain,” he said. “For a doctor it is
frustrating. You can never cure this.”
Near the end of the war in March 1988, a poison
gas attack on the Iraqi Kurdish town of Halabja
killed an estimated 5,000 people. 
Iranian soldiers about six miles away entered
Halabja before the gas had fully dissipated, veter-
ans said.
“I should be dead by now,” said Haji Reza Rahimi,
who was in the first wave. “The doctors gave me
five years to live after I was exposed. I don’t know
what keeps me going. There are days it’s so hard to
breathe that I just wish I would die.”
Rahimi, who said he has severe respiratory prob-
lems and chronic infections, spends most of his time
at a self-help center set up by chemical attack vet-
erans in northern Tehran.
Bowls of fruit and vegetables, a traditional
Iranian gesture, rest on tables.
“I would give anything just to eat them again,”
said Ali Khalaj, whose infantry division was gassed
in 1986. Portions of his intestines and colon have
been removed.
“I hate what they did to me. But, you know, I can’t
really blame the Iraqis,” he added. “I blame the
Western countries that gave the Iraqis these evil
weapons.”
In Tehran’s huge main cemetery, near the tomb of
the Islamic Revolution leader Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini, Yasser Mahmoudi often visits the graves
of chemical attack victims. He said he left high
school in 1986 to join a basiji, or volunteer, corps.
Within weeks he was on the front-line.
“I remember looking for a gas mask, but we did-
n’t have them. I fell to the ground and started to
cough blood,” said Mahmoudi, 32, who had a lung
removed.
“One day, I know I will be unable to breathe any-
more,” he said. “We are all just waiting to die.”
the sculpting stage because the
five electrical kilns have not
been hooked up, and two needed
gas kilns have not been built,
Naragon said.
Glenn Hild, chair of the art
department, said contractors
and ceramics faculty hoped to
have the gas kilns finished by
Oct. 21. However, the landlord
of Art Park West and adminis-
trators have not decided who
should be financially responsi-
ble for the kilns which is caus-
ing delays. 
If the landlord builds the kiln
and the added needed equip-
ment, the process will take
much less time then if the uni-
versity has to pay for it. The uni-
versity would have to take bids
and find a contractor before
construction could begin, but
landlords would not have to go
through that process.
“When you negotiate things,
they don’t necessarily go as
quickly,” Hild said.
The two gas kilns need to be
built outside and surrounded by
a tin shed for ventilation and
safety purposes. Naragon said
he expected contractors to build
the shed a few feet from the Art
Park West building, pour a layer
of cement to hold the kilns and
bring in a propane gas tank.
Naragon said he has already
ordered several signs to post,
warning students and others of
the gas hazard. 
“We are trying to be as consci-
entious about safety as possi-
ble,” he said.
Once the cement, gas plumb-
ing and shed are in place,
Naragon said he and his stu-
dents will build the gas kilns.
Assembling the kilns will a take
week, but act as a valuable
learning experience for stu-
dents, allowing them to get a
hands on understanding of how
the machines work. 
“We’ll be able to (build the
kiln) from scratch, and students
will be able to see what the
process is,” he said. 
Hild said he did not know
what party would take responsi-
bility for the gas kilns yet. 
Naragon said he knew an out-
side contractor priced the metal
sheds and he passed the expect-
ed costs to Jim Johnson, dean of
arts and humanities.
“I haven’t heard anything
since,” Naragon said.
Crews started working on the
five electrical kilns last Friday,
drilling a hole in the wall for
ventilation and assembling
parts. Naragon said he hoped
crews would be finished by this
Friday.
The delay has not affected
regular students yet, he said,
but if students cannot have
access to the equipment by the
end of the first week of
November, it will start to cause
major problems.
“Most students are where
they should be right now,” he
said. “Pretty soon, if we don’t
get things hooked up, it’s gong to
be a problem for all the stu-
dents.”
However, he said advanced
students may already be suffer-
ing academically.
“Advanced people really need
to have access to the equipment
as the semester goes on,” he
said.
Hild said delays in finishing
the electrical kilns may be
attributed to the fact the con-
tractor prefers to work on
Fridays, otherwise teachers and
students complain about noise.
Other than the kilns delay,
Naragon said he was happy with
his new classroom in Art Park
West. The space offers more
shelving space, using recycled
shelves from the music depart-
ment. “We’ll be in great shape
after (the kilns are finished),”
he said.
Ceramics:
Coverage of art’s kiln
cost is still unclear 
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SPECIAL
UPI PRESS CONFERENCE
Focusing on:
Cutting administrative costs
Budget realities for AY 2002-03
Budget priorities for EIU
Wednesday, October 16
4:00 P.M.
Effingham Room, MLK Union
Join us and add your voice
Wednesday is Ladies Night 
Chicken Club
DJ’s playin’ what U like
$3.49
& Big Bottles
Fish Bowls
w/ Fries or Onion Rings
ADVERTISE You’llBeSurprised bythe Results
In the DEN
Advertise 
If you advertise it
they will come...
Wednesday Night
$1.50 Stoli’s All Flavors
$1 Rolling Rock Bottles
Spades Tournament
$5 Entry Fee
FLAG FOOTBALL
Gold League Monday Wednesday 4 p.m.
Results
9/30 OPI 21-14 over Carman Mush
10/2 Sophomores 19-18 over OPI
Standings
1. Lincoln Motif 6 0
2. Sophomores 4 2
3. OPI 3 2 
4. Taylor No Names 3 3
5. Carman Mush 2 1
Taylor 1 North Dropped
Garnet League Monday Wedneday 4 p.m.
9/30 Taylor 5   13-12 over McKinney Ball
Hoggers
9/30 Lakewood 20-14 over Donkey Punch
Mafia
10/2 Donkey Punch Mafia 26-6 over 8 UP
Standings
1. Taylor 6 0
T2. Has Beens 4 2 
T2. Lakewood 4 2
T4. Donkey Punch Mafia3 3 
T4. 8 UP 3 3 
6. McKinney Ball Hoggers1 5 
White League  Monday Wednesday 5 p.m.
9/30 Chile Dogs 26-20 over Sigma Pi
Gold
10/2 Sigma Pi Gold 12-6 over Chile
Dogs
10/2 Sigma Pi Purple 7-6 over Lambda
Theta Phi
Standings
T1. Chile Dogs 5 1
T1. Sigma Pi Gold 5 1
3. Sigma Pi Purple 4  2 
4. Delta Chi Red 3 2 
5. Lambda Theta Phi 2 2 
6. Sigma Nu Gold 2 4 
Chops Dropped
Blue League Tuesday Thursday 4 p.m.
10/3 Team Red 25-12 over Delts
Standings
1. Pike Gold 5 1
2. Team Red 4 1
3. Delts 3 3 
WD Delta  Sigma Phi Dropped
WD Lambda Chi Gold Dropped
WD Pike Garnet Dropped
Green League Tuesday Thursday 4 p.m.
10/1 Da Super Fans 14-6 over Taylor
High Rollers
10/3 Da Super Fans 19-0 over Taylor
High Rollers
10/3 Stevenson Amish Mafia 34-13 over
Thomas Decz Nutz
Standings
Da Super Fans 6 0
Stevenson Amish Mafia 5 1
Thomas Decz Nutz 4 1
Da Carman Southsiders 3 3
Ride the Taylor Bus 2 3 
Taylor High Rollers 2 4 
Carman Tappers 1 4 
Pink League Tuesday Thursday 5 p.m.
10/1 Coyotes 6-0 over Alpha Phi
Boedeaux
10/3 Alpha Gamma Delta 7-0 over Alpha
Phi Silver
Standings
1. Alpha Gamma Delta 5 0
2. Coyotes 4 0
T3. Sigma Sigma Sigma 4 1
T3. Alpha Phi Silver 4 1
5. Just 10 of US 2 1
6. Delta Zeta 2 3 
7. Alpha Phi Boedeaux 1 4 
8.  Carman Electra’s 0 3 
Sigma Kappa Dropped
Silver League Tuesday Thursday 5 p.m.
10/1 Sigma Chi Blue 18-6 over Sigma Pi
Grey
10/1 Sigma Chi Gold 21-0 over Sig Ep
Red
10/3 Sigma Chi Blue 12-6 over Sigma Pi
Grey
10/3 Sigma Chi Gold 21-18 over Rather
Be Fishing
Standings
T1. Sigma Chi Gold 6 0
T1. Sig Ep Gold 6 0
3. Sig Ep Red 3 2 
4. Sigma Chi Blue 3 3 
5. Rather Be Fishing 2 2 
6. Big Timers 1 4 
7. Sigma Pi Grey 1 5 
SOCCER
Silver League Monday Wednesday 4 p.m.
9/30 Sigma Pi Purple 6-1 over Delta
Sigma Phi
9/30 Valladolia 8-0 over Delts
10/2 Valladolia 7-1 over Sigma Chi
Standings
1. Sig Ep 6  0
2. Valladolia 5 1
3. Sigma Chi3 2 
4. Delts 3 3 
5. Sigma Pi Purple 2 4 
6. Delta Sigma Phi 1 5 
Purple League Monday
Wednesday 5 p.m.
9/30 Alpha Phi 1-0 over Sigma Sigma
Sigma
10/2 Sigma Sigma Sigma 4-0 over
Andrews Angels
Standings
1. Alpha Phi6  0
2. Alpha Gamma Delta 5 1
3. Sigma Sigma Sigma 4 2 
4. Andrews Angels 3 3 
Alpha Sigma Alpha Dropped
Delta  Zeta Dropped
Grey League Monday
Wednesday 4 p.m. + 5 p.m.
9/30 Jurgen F.C. 5-2 over Carmen Fire
9/30 Trippin Billies 4-2 over Thirsty
Beavers
Standings
1. Jurgen F.C. 5 0
2. Trippin Billies 4 2 
3. Thirsty Beavers 3 2 
T4. The Ball Kickers 3 3 
T4. Carmen Fire 3 3 
McKinney Tigers Dropped
Black League Tuesday Thursday
4 p.m.
Standings
1. United Nations 7 0 
2. Off in the Corner 4 2 
3. Carman Hall 1 6 
Thomas Tornadoes Dropped
Blue League Tuesday Thursday
5 p.m.
10/1 Sigma Pi Gold 2-0 over Sigma Nu
Standings
1. Sigma Pi Gold 6 0 
2. Pike Gold 5 1
3. Sigma Nu 4 2 
4. Delta Chi Red 3 3 
Lambda Chi Purple Dropped
The Shower Dropped
SAND VOLLEYBALL
Blue League Monday Wednesday 4 p.m.
9/30 Alpha Phi/Pike Garnet 2-0 over
Alpha Phi/ Pike Red
9/30 Get High Up 2-0 over Alpha
Gamma Delta
Standings
1. Get High Up 4 1
2. Delta Zeta/Sig Ep 3 1
3. Alpha Phi/Pike Garnet2  1
4. Alpha Gamma Delta 2  2 
5. Alpha Gamma Red 1 3 
6.  Alpha Phi/Pike Red O 2 
White League Monday Wednesday 5 p.m.
9/30 Get Dirty 2-0 over  Taylor Haters
10/2 Taylor Haters 2-1 over Taylor Air
Force Onez
Standings
1. Get Dirty 3 0
T2. Taylor  Haters 2 2 
2. Taylor Air Force Onez 2 2 
Red League Tuesday Thursday 4 p.m.
10/1 High Flyers 2-1 over  Real Winners
10/1 Ballzy 2-1 over Wet Paint
10/3 2-1 Ballzy over The Mustangs
10/3 2-0 Wet Paint over Quick Hands
Standings
1. Ballzy 3 1
T2. The Mustangs 2 1
T2. High Flyers 2 1
T2. Real Winners 2 1
T5. Wet Paint 2 2 
T5. Quick Hands 2 2 
Silver League Tuesday Thursday
5 p.m.
10/1 Bal Out 2-0 over Alpha Phi/Pike
Silver
10/1 Sanddiggers  2-1 over Alpha
Phi/Pike Gold
10/3 Alpha Phi/Pike Gold 2-0 over
Kappa Delta/Lambda Chi
10/3 Sanddiggers 2-0 over Sig Ep Pasta
Standings
1. Bal Out 3 O
T2. Sanddiggers 3 1
T2. Alpha Phi/Pike Gold 3 1
4. Kappa Delta/Lambda Chi1 2 
5. Alpha Phi/Pike Silver 0 2 
6. Sig Ep Pasta 0 3 
HORSESHOES
White LeagueWednesday 8 p.m.
Standings
T1. Sigma Chi Scuba 2 0
T1. Sigma Chi Stiffler 2 0
3. Pike Garnett 2 1
4. Sig Pi Slingers 1 2 
5. Alpha Phi O 3 
Blue League Thursday 7 p.m.
Standings
1. Delts 4 0
2. Sigma Chi Smoker 2 1
3. Sig Ep 2 2 
4. Sigma Pi Ringers 1 3 
Silver League Thursday 8 p.m.
10/3 Sigma Chi Dagenhart 3-0 over
Sigma Chi Leroy
10/3 Sigma Pi Leaners 2-1 over Sig Ep
Red
Standings
1. Sig Ep Red 3 1
2. Sigma Chi Leroy 2 1
3. Sigma Pi Leaners 2 2 
4. Sigma Chi Dagenhart 1 2 
CO-RECREATION BASKETBALL
Green League Monday Wednesday 8 p.m.
9/30 Sig Ep Random 49-33 over
Dx/Alpha Phi
9/30 ASA/Delta Sig 60-56 over AGD/Sig
Ep
10/2 Pike/DeeZee 44-42 over Sig Ep
Random
10/2 Dx/Alpha Phi 35-34 over
Pike/Alpha Phi Silver
Standings
1. Pike/DeeZee 2 0
2. ASA/Delta Sig 1 0
T3. Sig Ep Random 2 1
T3.  Dx/Alpha Phi 2 1
T5. AGD/Sig Ep 1 1
T5. Pike/ Alpha Phi Silver1 1
White League Monday
Wednesday 9 p.m.
9/30 Move 89-87 over Y-Momma
9/30 Zan Zabars 70-50 over Cursing
Nuns
10/2 Y-Momma 76-60 over Cursing
Nuns
10/2 Move 52-19 over Beef
Standings
1. Move 3 0
2. ZanZabars 1 0
3. Y-Momma 2 1
4. Beef 1 1
5. Cursing Nuns 1 2 
Gold League Tuesday Thursday
9 p.m.
10/1 Small Fries 61-24 over Dz/Sig Ep
10/3 Pike/A-Phi Pledges 34-29 over Too
Tough
10/3 Guys & Girls 65-54 over Alpha
Phi/Pike Bordeaux
Standings
T1. Small Fries 2 0
T1. Pike/A-Phi Pledges 2 0
3. Guys & Girls 1 0
4. Too Tough 2 1
5. Alpha Phi/Pike Bordeaux1 1
6. Dz/Sig Ep 0 1
I N T R A M U R A L  R E S U L T S
By Matt Meinheit
A S S O C I A T E  S P O R T S  E D I T O R
Eastern’s men and women’s
cross country teams are entering
a crucial leg of their seasons.
Saturday, the Panthers will
travel to Terre Haute, Ind., to
compete in the Pre-National meet
held at Indiana State University.
Eastern head coach John
McInerney is at the point in the
season that he has to start cutting
his roster down. 
This weekend, the Panthers are
allowed to have 12 runners in
both the men’s and women’s com-
petition. 
However, the meet is broken
into three flights, a blue flight, a
white flight and an open flight.
The blue and white flights will
have 35 seeded teams in each for
a combined total of 70 seeded
teams. The rest of the field that
did not earn a seeding will com-
pete in the open flight.
About 100 teams total will be in
attendence to compete in botht
the men’s and women’s event.
The Panthers’ women’s team
failed to earn a seeding, but the
men’s team did and will compete
with schools like Stanford and
Notre Dame. 
The men’s team is also in the
same flight as Ohio Valley
Conference rival Eastern
Kentucky.
“I thought we would be a bub-
ble team, even on the men’s side,”
McInerney said. “But schools like
Stanford and Notre Dame are in
the same flight as us. It’ll be pret-
ty nasty.”
The men’s team will be
anchored by a corps of veteran
runners. Juniors Jeff Jonaitis and
Dan Mackey along with senior
Kyle O’Brien top McInerney’s
roster. Junior Jackson Johnson
and freshmen Jake Stout and
Zach Fairfield are also on
McInerney’s projected list of run-
ners expected to lineup for
Eastern Saturday.
According to McInerney the
seventh and last spot available,
the remaining five will compete
in the open flight, is a toss up
between sophomore Jesse Landre
and freshman Dan Strackeljahn.
On the women’s side of the
track, the Panthers have less
experienced team to run
Saturday. Freshmen Jaylee Carr,
Lizette Ruvalcabe and Deb
Tygrett, sophomore Krissy
Peters, junior Nicole Milici and
senior Katie Springer are expect
to lead the Panthers.
Although, McInerney has ques-
tions about sophomore Stephanie
Bone, she will run if she is cleared
by a doctor.
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Okay, here’s the deal, this school year
you can make money and look cool at the
same time.  At Plato’s Closet we buy and
sell gently used, brand name 
teen apparel, shoes and accessories for 
girls and guys such as: 
ABERCROMBIE & FITCH
POLO 
TOMMY HILFIGER
O L D  N A V Y
D R .  M A R T E N S
J. CREW
E X P R E S S
G A P  &  C K
any many, many more. 
Don’t forget, we’re always stocking up,
so bring in your cool clothing, outerwear,
shoes, CDs and 
accessories and get paid on the spot for
all items 
4806 US 41 South, Terre Haute, IN 47802
Located @ South Pointe Crossing Shopping Center, across from Lowe’s
Store Hours:  Monday thru Saturday:  10 am - 8 pm, Sunday, noon to 5pm
Or visit us @ http://www.platoscloset.com  (812) 298-0006
Customer Appreciation Week
October 26th - November 2
Specials and Discounts
throughout the week
Don’t Go Crazy
This Fall Break
Co
me
 Sig
n in
 for
Mo
nda
y n
ight
 po
ol l
eag
ue
(3 p
erso
n te
ams
)
Go To
Wednesday$3.50 Pitchers
Trotter ’s  Fr iendly  Tavern
Ashmore, IL
Thursday - Return of  30¢ Drafts!
Directions: 8 miles East of 
Charleston on 16
1st Bar on Right
SURPRISE
YOUR
FRIENDS
Place a
BIRTHDAY
A D
with a
PHOTO & MES-
S A G E
in the
Daily
The grass is always
greener when you 
advertise.
581-2816
This day in Panther sports...
 1990 – John McInerney takes
reigns as assistant track and
cross country coach from Tom
Akers
M E N  A N D  W O M E N ’ S  C R O S S  C O U N T R Y
‘Pre’paring for the home stretch
 Panthers travel to Terre Haute for Pre-National meet
“I thought we would be
a bubble team, even on
the men’s side. But
schools like Stanford
and Notre Dame are in
our flight. It will be
pretty nasty”
—John McInerney
N A T E  B L O O M Q U I S T / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Eastern faces about 100 different schools at Pre-
National meet.
replaces any of those last three icons.
Next year, Kidd will retire to fish and spend
more time with family.  After his prosperous
career, he has every right to do so.  
After watching sports since childhood there’s
one undying truth, legends don’t come around very
often and it’s a crime not to appreciate them before
their aura disappears.
I just hope the kids that suit up to play for or
against the Colonels will respect Roy Kidd and the
legacy he’s going to leave behind.
Stevens:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
NEW YORK (AP) – Lou Piniella may not be out
of work very long.
After releasing Piniella from the final year of
his contract because he wants to work closer to
home, the Seattle Mariners on Tuesday fielded
calls from other teams interested in talking with
their ex-manager.
If he really wants a short commute from his
Florida home, the Tampa Bay job is open.
However, it’s unlikely the budget-conscious Devil
Rays would be able to pay him enough or be able
to adequately compensate the Mariners for
allowing him to manage elsewhere.
The New York Mets, however, are another
story.
Although the team owes ex-manager Bobby
Valentine $2.7 million for the final year of his
contract, owner Fred Wilpon wants a high-profile
individual with a background as a winner as the
next bench boss. That comes with a high price
tag.
Piniella fits that profile, managing Cincinnati
to the World Series championship in 1990 and
Seattle to a record 116 victories in 2001.
He also has New York roots, with two terms as
manager of the Yankees, a team he played with
for 11 seasons.
Piniella won’t come cheap. He was due to make
$2.5 million with the Mariners next season and
would likely want at least three years at $3 mil-
lion. That’s well beyond the Tampa Bay budget.
M L B
Mets, Devil
Rays  think
about Piniella
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T H R O W I N G  H E A T
Matthew Stevens
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Goodbye to
an old field
Colonel
After Eastern’s 25-24 last
second-victory, the name that
Panther fans should tip their
cap in respect to isn’t Tony
Romo, Andre Raymond, Nick
Ricks or even Bob Spoo.  It’s
Roy Kidd.
Eastern Kentucky head
coach Roy Kidd came one play
away from pulling off the
biggest Ohio Valley
Conference upset this season.
In an era of what I like to
call - the St. Louis Rams world
of football in which we live,
Kidd teaches football the way
players like Dick Butkus and
Chuck Bednarik would appre-
ciate.
This is why it was a sad day
in the OVC when Kidd stepped
up to the podium and
announced his retirement
effective by the end of this sea-
son.
Just a side note - that will
make Bob Spoo the elder
statesman in the OVC, but
don’t tell him.
For 39 years, his game plan
has always been run the ball
with big players and stop the
run with big players.
There’s just something about
a coach that isn’t interested in
padding stats, taunting or run-
ning up the score that makes a
true football fan give apprecia-
tion.
Here’s appreciation for you -
how many other coaches
besides Mike Krzyzewski
coach in a place named after
them? 
Think about it, every home
game Kidd leads his players
out to 25,000 seat Roy Kidd
Stadium.
I can’t even imagine the
excitement in that.
However, I believe he may
be the most underrated coach
in all of football because of
another admirable trait.  He
decided to stay at Eastern
Kentucky.
I remember reading an
interview transcript from
Oregon State head coach
Dennis Erickson where he stat-
ed, “Coach Kidd could’ve
coached at a number of I-A
schools and probably got a
bunch of offers.”
Some people call this stupidi-
ty but I call it admirable loyal-
ty.
It’s loyalty that makes a
coach stay in the same small
town for 39 years and receive
18 I-AA playoff berths, four
trips to the title game, two
national championships and 30
consecutive winnings seasons. 
For example, this is the rea-
son we didn’t consider Twins
Brad Radke one of the best
pitchers in baseball but now
the media said he was a signifi-
cant part to their American
League Central title run.
Oh, by the way, Kidd is also
third among all NCAA active
coaches in wins behind Joe
Paterno of Penn Sate and
Florida State’s Bobby Bowden
(they’re kind of good too).
This is why I’m going to feel
bad for the next coach that 
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Panther sports calendar
F R I D A Y Women’s soccer vs. Tenn. Tech Noon Lakeside Field
Men’s soccer vs. Bradley 2:30 Lakeside Field
Volleyball vs. Tennessee-Martin 7 p.m. Lantz Arena
S A T U R D A Y Football at SEMO 1 p.m.
Rugby vs. Kansas 1 p.m.
Volleyball vs. Murray State 2 p.m. Lantz Arena
Nameless no longer
By Andy Werhane
S T A F F  W R I T E R
With the help of students, the
athletic department’s new mascot
will have an official nickname.
The new Panther first appeared
at the Sept. 21 home football game
against Indiana State and still has
no name.
Students may submit suggested
nicknames to Dave Kidwell,
Eastern’s assistant athletic direc-
tor, via campus mail at Lantz Arena
2024, or e-mail at csdak@eiu.edu
until the Nov. 1 deadline.
“We have the deadline because
we want a name as soon as possi-
ble,” Kidwell said. “We want it in
time for basketball season.”
Kidwell said he hopes that stu-
dents will be more involved in the
spirit of sporting events if they feel
they have something invested in
the mascot.
He said Andrew White of the
mathematics department and
cheer team advisor taught a
University foundations class last
year that raised the money in order
to purchase the new costume.
Submitted nicknames must be
non-gender biased. Kidwell said
since there is only one mascot, it
must be able to represent men’s
and women’s teams.
“Students must keep in mind
that we will only consider names
that are not identified as male or
female,” Kidwell said.
The nicknames will be evaluated
by an athletic department appoint-
ed committee composed of
Kidwell, men’s basketball head
coach Rick Samuels, student body
president Alison Mormino, cheer
team co-captain Mike Mantonya
and Kayla Bloemer, a member of
the women’s basketball team rep-
resenting the student-athlete advi-
sory committee.
Kidwell said the committee con-
sisted of a mix of current students
and faculty that have been
involved with the campus for sev-
eral years and will be a part of
campus after this current student
body is gone.
Kidwell also said he and Samuels
are on the committee in order to
make sure the name is serviceable
and that it fits what the university
has represented before this stu-
dent body and what it will repre-
sent after this student body.
“This is serious,” Kidwell said.
“We don’t want this to be a joke.”
 Athletic Department
requests students help in
naming mascot
“Students must keep
in mind that we will
only consider names
that are not identified
as male or female.”
— Dave Kidwell
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Eastern’s Panther mascot will have a name in time for the basketball sea-
son if everything goes according to schedule.
T O P  C A T
By Nate Bloomquist
S P O R T S  E D I T O R
Senior quarterback Tony Romo is an avid
golfer and like most is always thinking about
his next shot.
Romo would be considered by many in his
hometown of Burlington, Wis., to have a bet-
ter swing than throwing arm.
So why isn’t Romo thinking about making
possibly the biggest shot in his life — to the
NFL.
“I’m just thinking about next week,” Romo
said. “You can’t get too far ahead of your-
self.”
Panther head coach Bob Spoo believes
Romo has what it takes to play in the NFL,
but doesn’t want him to think about it.
“I hope he’s not thinking about the NFL
much,” Spoo said. “I hope he will have the
opportunity. I think he does have the intangi-
bles, but where that all happens I don’t know.
That’s (the scouts) business, they’re studying
him, he’s got a lot of things they want.”
Last week can’t be that far back in his mind
either.
That’s when Romo scurried eight yards
into the end zone to score the game-winning
touchdown in a 25-24 win over Eastern
Kentucky Saturday at O’Brien Field. 
The scamper and stretch over the goal line
came after Romo led a 48-second drive 75
yards down field.
Nothing unusual for Romo.
“That’s a quarterback’s job,”  Romo said.
“You do what you have to do to get a win.”
Romo completed 19 of 38 passes for 359
yards for two touchdowns and two intercep-
tions. He’s moved back into the top 15 in the
nation in passing efficiency.
But what may be more important than
those statistics is something that can’t be
computed — his ability to squirm.
Pass rushes are constantly keying on
Romo and are in a hurry to slam him into the
turf before he can do any damage passing.
Romo has had the ability to juke and elude
defenses on almost every down.
“That’s instinctive and it’s a lot of the
knowledge of the game I have that allows me
to do that,” Romo said. “I’m not going to let
them get to me.”
But Romo wasn’t always a formidable
passing force at Eastern. When he arrived at
Eastern as a freshman, something Spoo was
nearly against in the recruiting process, he
had only raw athleticism.
“I think just about any freshman who
comes in here was better than I was,” Romo
said.
So Romo threw and then threw some more
and didn’t stop even when people told him to.
He is notorious for being the first person on
the practice field and the last one off it and is
always throwing the ball when he’s not on the
field.
“I wonder about that, how he throws —
gosh, he never complains about it,” Spoo said.
“He’s gifted with the right physiology or
something. He’s got God-given talent and it
doesn’t get sore or hurt or whatever. If a guy
is doing that, he obviously feels good about it.
I’m sure if the pain were there he’d stop.” 
The Panthers will ride on the strength of
Romo’s rubber arm this season and he’s OK
with that.
“We want to go to the national champi-
onship this year and I’m going to keep doing
whatever it takes to get there,” Romo said.
The eye of the tiger
 Romo keeps his focus despite chance to play in the NFL when he graduates, leads team to dramatic finish
(Editor’s note: Top Cat is a weekly series tak-
ing an in-depth look at Eastern’s top athlete
from the previous week. Winners can be
selected only once each year. Selection is
made by the Daily Eastern News sports
staff.)
“That’s a quarterback’s job. You do what you have to do to get the win.” Tony Romo
C A I T L I N  B U L L I S / A S S O C I A T E  P H O T O  E D I T O R
Romo has kept himself focused on what he has to do
at Eastern despite having the chance to enter the NFL.
